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Abstract 
The Even Pair Lemma, proved by Meyniel, states that no minimal imperfect graph contains 
a pair of vertices such that all chordless paths joining them have even lengths. This Lemma 
has proved to be very useful in the theory of perfect graphs. The Odd Pair Conjecture, with 
'even' replaced by 'odd', is the natural analogue of the Even Pair Lemma. We prove a partial 
result for this conjecture, namely: no minimal imperfect graph G contains a three-pair, i.e. two 
nonadjacent vertices Ul, u2 such that all chordless paths of G joining ul to u2 contain precisely 
three edges. As a by-product, we obtain short proofs of two previously known theorems: the first 
one is a well-known theorem of Meyniel (a graph is perfect if each of its odd cycles with at 
least five vertices contains at least two chords), the second one is a theorem of Olariu (a graph 
is perfect if it contains no odd antihole, no Ps and no extended claw as induced subgraphst. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G is said to be perfect if for each induced subgraph H of G, the chromatic 
number z(H) of H equals the number co(H) of vertices in a largest clique of H. For 
background results on perfect graphs, see [2, 10]. A graph is minimal imperJect if it is 
not perfect but all of its proper induced subgraphs are perfect. Berge [1] conjectured 
that the only minimal imperfect graphs are the odd holes (odd chordless cycles with at 
least five vertices) and the odd antiholes (complements of odd holes); this conjecture 
is nowadays known as the strong perfect graph conjecture (SPGC). Berge also con- 
jectured that a graph is perfect if and only if its complement is. This conjecture was 
proved by Lov~sz ([17], see also Fulkerson [9]); nowadays this result is known as the 
perfect graph theorem. This theorem can be restated by saying that a graph is minimal 
imperfect if and only if its complement is. The structure of minimal imperfect graphs 
has been intensively studied. Two of the most useful graphical properties of minimal 
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imperfect graphs were found by Meyniel and Chvfital. To describe their results we 
need introduce a few definitions. Two nonadjacent vertices x, y form an even pair if 
all induced paths joining x to y have an even number of edges. A set C of vertices of 
a graph G is called a star-cutset if G - C is disconnected and in C there is a vertex 
x adjacent o all other vertices of C; x is called the center of C. 
Star Cutset Lemma (Chv~tal [5]). No minimal imperfect graph contains a star cutset. 
Even Pair Lemma (Meyniel [19]). No minimal imperfect graph contains an even pair. 
The above two lemmata re very useful for proving theorems on perfect graphs (for 
example, see [15,11,14]). Two vertices ut,u2 of a graph G form an oddpair if all 
chordless paths of G-  ul u2 have an odd number of edges; if in addition the edge ulu2 
is not present in G then we shall stress this fact by calling {Ul, u2} a strict odd pair. 
The Even Pair Lemma and the SPGC suggest he following two conjectures. 
Odd Pair Conjecture (First version). No minimal imperfect graph contains a strict odd 
pair. 
Odd Pair Conjecture (Second version). No minimal imperfect graph contains an odd 
pair. 
The Odd Pair Conjecture (OPC) was communicated to the author by Bruce Reed 
(personal communication, first version), it was also published by Meyniel and Olariu 
([20], second version). Stefan Hougardy ([16]) remarked that the two versions of the 
OPC are in fact equivalent. This remark is justified by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a minimal imperfect graph containing no odd hole as induced 
subgraph, and let e be an edge belonging to no triangle. Then G-  e remains minimal 
imperfect. 
Theorem 1.1 can easily be derived from a result of Tucker [30], and of Hougardy 
[16]; it was also stated explicitly in De Simone and Gallucio [8]. 
Now, we would like to suggest a conjecture weaker than the OPC. (Note that any 
minimal imperfect graph G with ~o(G)< 3 is an odd hole.) 
Conjecture 1.2. Let x and y be two vertices of a minimal imperfect graph G with 
co(G)~>3. Then in G-xy  there are two chordless paths of different lengths having 
x and y as endpoints. 
A possible variation of Conjecture 1.2 might go as follows: I f  G is a minimal 
imperfect graph and if  x, y are two nonadjacent vertices of  G, then there are two 
paths of different lengths having x, y as endpoints. 
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Actually, if the SPGC holds then the following conjecture, stronger than 
Conjecture 1.2 and the OPC, holds. 
Conjecture 1.3. Let x and y be two vertices of a minimal imperfect graph G with 
co(G)~>3. Then in G -xy  there is a chordless path of length two having x and v as 
endpoints. 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove a weaker version of Conjecture 1.2. Two 
nonadjacent vertices ul,u2 of a graph G form a three-pair if all chordless paths of G 
joining ul to u2 have exactly three edges. 
Three-Pair Lemma. No min imal  imperJeet ,qraph contains a three-pair. 
Recall that a graph G is a partit ionable graph if 
• G has precisely n - x (G)co(G)+ 1 vertices, where :~(G) denotes the number of 
vertices in a largest stable set of G. 
• For any vertex x of G, G-  x is co(G)-colourable and its complement is :¢(G)- 
colourable. 
• G has precisely n stable sets of  size :¢(G) and n cliques of size co(G). Each vertex 
of  G belongs to precisely co(G) cliques of size co(G) and ~(G) stable sets of  size 
z~(G). 
• each clique of size co(G) is disjoint from precisely one stable set of size :~(G), and 
vice versa. 
Padberg [23] proved that every minimal imperfect graph is a partitionable graph. In 
lights of the stringent definition of partitionable graphs, one might expect that every 
partitionable graph is minimal imperfect, however this is not the case. Counterexamples 
are constructed in [6] and [3]. Nevertheless, most known theorems on minimal imper- 
fect graphs including the Star Cutset Lemma and the Even Pair Lemma [27], also hold 
for partitionable graphs. The Three-Pair Lemma describes a property of minimal im- 
perfect graphs that are not shared by partitionable graphs; Fig. 1 shows a partitionable 
graph containing a three-pair. 
It is perhaps interesting to note that on the way to proving the Three-Pair Lemma, we 
obtain several partial results on a conjecture of Chvfital, the 'Skew Partition Conjecture" 
[5], on minimal imperfect graphs. A graph G = (V,E) is said to have a skew partition 
if V can be partitioned into four nonempty and disjoint sets Vi, ~, V3, l/~ such that 
• xy  C E whenever x ~ //1, y E ~ and 
• xy ¢E  whenever x C V3, y E V4. 
Chvfital proposed the following conjecture which is a generalisation of the Star Cutset 
Lemma. 
Skew Partition Conjecture. No minimal imperfect graph contains a skew partition. 
In Section 2, we shall give a proof of  the Three-Pair Lemma. In proving the Three- 
Pair Lemma, we establish that no minimal imperfect graph contains a 'U-Cutset' (terms 
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not defined here will be defined later). It turns out that the 'U-Cutset Lemma' and the 
lemmata preceding it generalise several previously known results on minimal imperfect 
graphs (including the Star Cutset Lemma). In Section 3, we shall use the U-Cutset 
Lemma to give new proofs of two theorems: the first theorem is due to Meyniel (stating 
that a graph is perfect if each of its odd cycles with at least five vertices contains at 
least two chords), and the second theorem is due to Olariu (stating that a Berge graph is 
perfect if it does not contain certain two graphs on five vertices as induced subgraphs). 
2. Minimal imperfect graphs 
Let G = (V,E) be a graph and let x be a vertex of  G. We denote by Na(x) the set 
of  vertices of  G adjacent o x; when there can be no confusion we shall write N(x) = 
NG(x). Let c£ be a colouring of  G and let S be a subset of  V. By ~(S)  we shall denote 
the set of colours of cg that appear in S. In particular, ~(x) denotes the colour of  x 
defined by ~. By G{S} we denote the subgraph of G induced by S. When there can be 
no confusion, we shall write w(S) = w(G{S}). By G-S  we denote the graph G{ V-S} .  
The result of  Padberg implies that in a minimal imperfect graph G, each vertex is in 
a clique of size w(G). For our purpose, we shall reformulate this statement as 
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a minimal imperfect graph with two disjoint nonempty sets 
Wl, W2 of vertices such that no vertex in W1 is adjacent o a vertex of W2. Then 
w(G - Wl) = w(G - W2) = w(G). 
Recall that a skew partition of  a graph is a partition of its vertices into four sets 
//1, V2,//3, V4 such that there is no edge between V3 and V4, and there are all edges 
between Vl and 172. 
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Lemma 2.2. Let G be a graph with a skew partition Vi .for i = 1,2, 3, 4. Suppose 
there exist optimal colourin#s %~ (respectively, c#2) of  GI = G-  V4 (respectiveO', 
G2 = G-  V3). / f  ](6~I(V1)l~le~2(VI)] and I(~I(V2)[~I(t~2(V2)] then G is not minimal 
impeffL~ct. 
Proof. Suppose that G is minimal imperfect. Note that ~l(Vl )Nc~l (V2) = ~ and ~2(Vt ) N 
~2(V2) = ~3. Let A consist of  all vertices x in G-  ~ such that c(~2(x) ¢ c~2(Y) whenever 
y E VI U ~. Since both c~] and cg 2 use ~J(G) colours (by Lemma 2.1), we have 
]c62(A)] >/Icg](Vi ) I - ]~2(VI  )]. Choose a subset ~* of  c62(A) that has cardinality ]~61(VI ) l -  
1%2(Vl)l. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by all the vertices z of GI such that 
%(z) E %(Vt) and by all the vertices v of G2 such that C2(y)E c(~'2(V~ )U C*. 
Let F be the subgraph of G induced by all the vertices not belonging to H. Now we 
have ~o(H) ~< [c~l ( V~ )l and ~o(F) ~< ¢~(G) - I cgl ( V~ )]. Since F and H are proper induced 
subgraphs of G, we have z(G) ~< z(F)  + z (H)  = o;(F) + co(H) ~< ~o(G), a contradiction 
to the minimal imperfection of G. [] 
Remark. The Star Cutset Lemma can be instantly derived from Lemma 2.2: if G 
has a star cutset then G admits a skew partition with I Vtl = 1, thus any optimal 
colourings (~1, ~~2 of Gi, G2 satisfy [cdT ( V~ )1 = meg2( VI )] = 1, it follows that the hypothesis 
of  Lemma 2.2 is satisfied (interchange ~1 and ~2 if necessary). 
The following Lemma 2.3 is not needed later but is interesting for its connection to 
Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 2.3. Let C be a cutset and Gl, G2 be two induced subgraphs o f  a minimal 
imper/~ct graph G such that Gl U G2 ~ G and Gt N G2 = C. Let % be an optimal 
eolouring o[" Gi (i = 1,2). Then either ]~l(C)] = ~)(G) or 1(~2(C)] = o~(G). 
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let Si be a colour class of ~i (for i - 1,2) such that 
Si N C = ~. Then ~o(Gi - Si) = ~o(Gi) - 1 = ~o(G) - 1. Since each clique of G is fully 
contained in GI or G2, it follows that (o(G') z co(G) 1, where G' - G (Sl US2). G' 
can be coloured with co(G) - 1 colours because it is a proper induced subgraph of G. 
Since, St U $2 is a stable set it follows that G can be coloured with ~o(G) colours, 
a contradiction. [] 
Let G be a graph with a skew partition VI, V2, V3,//4. Then the set Vl U 
is a U-cutset if there are distinct vertices ul,u2 c ~ such that N(uj)D_Vt and 
N(u2) D ~. 
Lemma 2.4. Let {t, tl,U2) be a three-pair o Ja  graph G = (V,E)  such that ui (i = 1,2) 
is not the center o f  a star cutset o f  G, let the set Y = V- (N(u l )UN(uz)U{u l ,uz})  
he nonempO,. Then G contains a U-eutset. 
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Proof. Let Y' be a component of G{Y}. Define X = {x Ix E N(ul) U N(u2), N(x)N 
Y/ ¢ 0}. I f  X C_N(ul) then {ul} U X is a star cutset separating u2 from Yr. 
Thus, we may assume that B = X N N(u2) ~ O, and similarly A = X n N(ul ) ~ O. 
I f  there are all edges between A and B then X is a U-cutset. Thus, we may assume 
that there are nonadjacent vertices r,s with r E A, s E B. The definition of X implies 
that, in Y~ U {r,s}, there is a chordless path of length at least two joining r to s. 
But then in G, there is a chordless path of length at least four joining ul to u2, a 
contradiction. [] 
U-Cutset Lemma. Let G = (V,E) be a minimal imperfect graph with a skew partition 
V1, V2, V3, V4. Then the set V1 U V2 cannot be a U-cutset. 
Proof. Suppose the set V1 U V2 forms a U-cutset with vertices uj, ue of V3. Let us first 
suppose that //3 = {ul,u2}. I f  V2 n N(Ul )~  0 then ul is the centre of  a star cutset in 
the complement of  G, a contradiction. So we may assume that V2 N N(ul ) = 0; and 
similarly Vl NN(u2) = 0. But then, for any v2 c V2, the set Vl U{v2, u2} is a star cutset 
of  G separating ul from V4. 
Now, we may suppose that I//31 > 
(V -  V3)U {ul,u2}. We know that G' 
2. Let G' be the subgraph of G induced by 
is perfect since it is a proper induced subgraph 
of  G. Among all optimal colourings of  G/, choose a co(G)-colouring ~/ that  minimizes 
I~'(V~ U//2)1 = I~'(Vi)l + Ic~'(V2)l. We claim that 
Icg'(V1)l = co(V~) and I~'(V2)l = ~o(v2). 
For this purpose, let Gi (i = 1,2) be the subgraph of G ~ induced by Si U {ui}, where 
Si is the set of  vertices z of  G / such that the colour of z appears in ///1.. Note that 
S1 AS2 = 0 and that z(Gi)  = ~o(Gi) = max(lC~(V1)l ,co(~)+ 1) for i = 1,2. Suppose 
I~'(V,)l > o(v , )  for i = 1 or 2. Then z(Gi) = I~e'(V,)l; thus the vertices of G i can be 
coloured with I~e'(V~)l colours so that fewer than I~'(~)1 colours appear in Vi. This 
defines a new optimal colouring C" of G' such that Ic~"(Vl U V2)I < I~"(Vi O V2)I, 
contradicting our choice of cgl. Thus, we know that I~'(~)1 -- ~(v~) for i = 1,2. This 
defines an optimal colouring c~} of H2 = G-V3  such that I~e2(V,)l = oXv,)for i = 1,2. 
Since any optimal colouring C~l of Hi = G-  V4 has I~e,(V~)l ~>~o(v,) for i = 1,2, the 
result then follows from Lemma 2.2. [] 
Let G be a graph with a skew partition Vl, V2, V3, V4. Then the set Vl U //2 
is a T-cutset i f  there are vertices ul E V3, u2 C V4 such that N(u l )D  VI and 
N(u2) D_ V1. The following lemma is not needed to prove the Three-Pair Lemma, 
however we present it here because it is a natural analogue of  the U-cutset 
Lemma. 
T-Cutset Lemma. Let G = (V,E) be a minimal imperfect graph. Then G contains 
no T-cutset. 
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Sketch of proof. The proof is similar to that of the U-Cutset Lemma. We only need 
show that there are optimal colourings (~'1,#2 of G - (V4 - u2),G - (V3 - ul) such 
that I~1(V1)1 = V6)(VI)I = to(V1) (for detail, see [12]). Then the result follows from 
Lemma 2.2. [] 
Two vertices x ,y  of a graph G are said to be antitwins if each vertex in G-  {x ,y}  
is adjacent o precisely one vertex of {x, y}. 
Antitwins Lemma (Olariu [21]). No minimal  imper/ect graph contains antitwins. 
To prove the Three-Pair Lemma, we shall rely on the Antitwins Lemma. Note that 
if two vertices are antitwins in a graph then they form a three-pair of the graph or of 
its complement. Thus our result generalises the Antitwins Lemma by the Perfect Graph 
Theorem. 
Proof of the Three-Pair Lemma. Let G = (V,E) be a minimal imperfect graph, and 
let {ul,u2} be a three-pair of G. The set N(Ul)N N(u2) must be empty, otherwise 
ul and u: do not form a three-pair. Now, the Antitwin Lemma implies that the set 
Y = V (N(Ul)  U N(u2)U {Ul,U2}) is nonempty. But then Lemma 2.4 shows that 
G contains a U-cutset, a contradiction to the U-Cutset Lemma. [] 
3. Two theorems on perfect graphs 
Meyniel [l 8] proved that a graph is perfect if each of its odd cycles with at least five 
vertices contains at least two chords. Nowadays, these graphs are known as Meyniel  
graphs. Burlet and Fonlupt [4] showed that Meyniel graphs can be recognised in poly- 
nomial time. Ravindra [26] proved that Meyniel graphs are 'strongly perfect'. Hofing 
[13] proved that Meyniel graphs are 'very strongly perfect'. The theorem of Burlet and 
Fonlupt implies that every Meyniel graph G is bipartite, or else G or its complement 
contains a star cutset (this implies Meyniel's theorem). We are going to give a short 
proof of a result analogous to their theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. I ra  graph G = ( V,E) is the complement o f  a Meyniel  graph G, then 
• G is bipartite, or 
• G has a star cutset, or 
• G has a U-eutset. 
Proof. The hypothesis of the theorem implies that G contains no P5 (& denotes the 
chordless path on k vertices). We may assume that (~ is not bipartite. Thus, G contains 
three pairwise nonadjacent vertices ul, u2, t. Write N' = N~7(ul ) A No(u2), G' = G - N'.  
If ui (i = 1,2) is the centre of a star cutset of G' then it is also the centre of a 
star cutset of G. Thus G' satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4. Define Y ' ,X  as in 
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Lemma 2.4. This lemma implies that the sets A = X N NG,(bl I ) and B = X A Nc,(u2) 
are nonempty and that there are all edges between A and B. 
Let F be the subgraph of (~ induced by A UBUN ~. F must have a component F ~ that 
contains a vertex in A and a vertex in B, for otherwise G contains a U-cutset (F can 
be partitioned into two sets F1 CA U N ~, F2 CB tJ N ~ such that there are all edges 
between Fl and F2 in G). Consider a shortest path P of F ~ that joins a vertex, say a, 
of A to a vertex, say b, of B. The graph G{P U {ul,u2}} = C is a chordless cycle 
with at least five vertices. We shall repeatedly use the following observation which is 
easy to prove. 
Observation. Let M = (V ,E )  be a graph and let M{vl ,v2  . . . . .  vk} be a chordless cycle 
such that k>~4 and 1)i13i+ 1 is an edge of M. (The subscripts are taken modulo k.) If 
there is a vertex u outside this cycle such that Ul)i, uvi+ I E E, /~/Vi_I,/./Vi+ 2 ~E then M 
is not a Meyniel graph. 
The definition of X implies that zb E E for some z E Y~. From the Observation, it
follows that, for any x E y1  
if xa, xb 6E  then G{C tJ {x}} is not a Meyniel graph. (1) 
Thus, we have za f{E. Consider a chordless path P '  of G{Y~U{a}} whose endpoints are 
a and z. P~ has precisely one interior vertex, say v E Y~, for otherwise G{UU {ul}} 
contains a P5 as induced subgraph, a contradiction. Now, (1) implies that vb f[ E. 
Enumerate the vertices of C cyclically as Ul,U2 . . . .  ,uk with a = u3, b = uk. I f zu i  f [E  
for some i ~ { 1,2, 3 } then choose the largest subscript j such that 3 < j < k, zuj ~ E, 
j ~ {1,2, 3}; applying the Observation to the set {ul, uk, uk- l  . . . . .  uj,z, u2}, we see that 
0 is not a Meyniel graph. Thus, zui C E for all i ~ { 1,2, 3 }, and similarly vui E E for all 
i ¢ { 1,2,k}. Applying the Observation again to the graph G{u2, V, Uk, Uk_I . . . . .  u3,z}, 
we see that (~ is not a Meyniel graph, a contradiction. [] 
Graphs that contain no odd holes and no odd antiholes as induced subgraphs are 
called Berge graphs. One way to make progress on the SPGC is to choose a (usually 
small) graph F and to show that the SPGC holds for F-free Berge graphs (Berge 
graphs containing no induced subgraph isomorphic to F)  (Fig. 2) 
It is known that F-free Berge graphs are perfect when F is the claw [24], the K4 
[29], the diamond ([25], actually there is an error in their argument, a correct proof 
was later found by Tucker [30]), the bull [7], the dart [28]. Meyniel's theorem implies 
perfection for paw-free Berge graphs. In this context, it would be interesting to solve 
the following two problems. 
Problem 3.1. Prove that C4-free Berge graphs are perfect (C4 is the chordless cycle 
of four vertices). 
Problem 3.2. Prove that Ps-free Berge graphs are perfect. 
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Fig. 2. 
By the Perfect Graph Theorem, Problem 3.1 is equivalent to proving that 2K2-free 
Berge graphs are perfect (2K2 is the union of two disjoint edges). Hence Problem 3.2 
is a generalisation of Problem 3.1. If  Problem 3.1 is answered in the affirmative man- 
ner then the SPGC holds for all F-free Berge graphs whenever IF] = 4. Note that 
Problem 3.2 generalises Meyniel's theorem. The Three-Pair Lemma is connected to 
Problem 3.2 in the following way: If  x and y are two nonadjacent vertices of a graph 
G that satisfies the hypothesis of Problem 2, then {x, y} form a three-pair in the graph 
G - (U(x) N U(y)) .  
Olariu [22] proved that a Berge graph is perfect if it contains on P5 and no extended 
claw (see Fig. 3) as induced subgraphs. Actually, Olariu proved a stronger statement: I f
a graph G contains no C5, no P5 and no extended claw then G contains no diamond, 
or G or G contains a star cutset. 
We are going to give a short proof of a stronger statement. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  a graph G contains no P5 and no extended claw then G contains no 
diamond, or G contains a star cutset. 
Proof. We may assume that (~ contains a diamond D, and G = (V,E) contains no 
star cutset. Let the vertices of D be Ul,U2, U3,U4 such that u3u4 is the only nonedge 
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of D. In G, let Y~ be the component of G{Y} that contains the edge b/3U 4 where 
Y = V-(Na(ui )UNa(u2)U{ul,u2}). Define Gt, N~,X,A,B as in the proofs of Meyniel's 
theorem and Lemma 2.4 (note that we shall not rely on the validity of Lemma 2.4). 
Then we know that there are all edges between A and B (otherwise G contains a Ps). 
Now, for each vertex x E Y~, 
if Nc(x) nA ~ 0 then BCNc(x). (2) 
If  (2) fails then there are vertices a E A, b C B such that ax E E, bx ff E; but then 
G{ul,u2, a,b,x} is an extended claw, Similarly, 
if Na(x)NB ¢ 0 then A C Nc(x). (3) 
Thus, the vertices of Y~ can be partitioned into two sets Y~, Y2 such that each vertex in 
Yl is adjacent o all vertices in A UB and each vertex in Y2 is adjacent o no vertex in 
A U B. The definitions of A and B implies that Yi is not empty. Now, each vertex 
z E Na(ul ) n Na(u2) must satisfies 
r ' cNc(z )  or Y 'NNc(z )=~.  (4) 
If (4) fails then there are vertices y~, y" E yt with Jy" ,  ylz E E, y"z ~ E; but then 
G{y',y",z, ul,u2} is an extended claw. Thus (4) holds. Now, for each yl E YI, 
{ Yl } U A U B U ( Nc( yl ) n No(u1)N Nc(u2)) is a star cutset separating Y ' -{Y l}  
from {HI, UZ}. [ ]  
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